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Push-pull steering and driver position for light truck resource road driving
A key to being a reliable operator of a light truck is correct seating position, which
allows you to feel and respond to feedback from the wheels, suspension and
steering. In effect you connect yourself to the vehicle’s chassis. A secure, active
posture will help you perform better in an emergency, and drive more efficiently the
rest of the time. Notwithstanding differences in individual anatomy and vehicle
design, proper seating position functions in a similar fashion to the ready stance in
sports such as skiing, snowboarding, hockey, or tennis.

Start with a clean, organized driver’s compartment. No loose objects that could obstruct controls or cause
injury.

Feet:
Most road cars have a footrest, or dead pedal, for the left foot. Many light trucks do not, in which
case the floorboard beside the pedals can be used. This is a critical foundation for your posture.
The left leg acts as a brace and helps align the rest of your body square to the steering wheel and
pedals. We do not recommend left-foot braking. While the technique does have some competition
applications, in those cases the racer is tightly secured by a six-point harness. In normal driving
left-foot braking provides little advantage in response time, and forces the driver to use the steering
wheel for support. When going to the brakes, try to move your right knee inward, under the bottom
of the steering wheel. This will result in straighter application of pressure on the pedal, and reduce
the chance of your foot slipping. By placing your heel on the floor, fine control movements can be
done with the ankle, rather than the whole leg.
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Hands at 9 and 3. Thumbs resting on wheel spokes if possible. This is optimal for balance.
Left leg braces against dead pedal, or against floor of truck if there is no dead pedal. Right leg has moved
left to provide straight-line pressure on brake pedal, avoid chance of foot slipping or applying brake and
throttle simultaneously. Hips are back in seat, shoulders against backrest for stability.

Remember that high braking levels only occur far down in the range of pedal travel, at the point
where the pedal starts to feel hard underfoot. If we rate braking on a scale of 1-10, with 10 being a
full emergency stop, the long, soft, initial movement covers 1-6. Your foot has to be able to reach
the braking sweet spot quickly to stop the vehicle in an emergency. That part is a push with the leg,
done very quickly, after which the ankle can take care of fine tuning. Adjust the seat accordingly.
Bear in mind that the 1-10 scale is also dependent on available traction, though anti-lock brakes
will compensate for this factor.
In any stopping or slowing, apply the brakes more firmly early in the braking zone, when kinetic
energy is highest. Done properly you will actually come to a stop in the process of easing off the
pedal. This will avoid the typical lurch inflicted on passengers and cargo by leaving the hardest
braking until just before you stop. Braking firmly, earlier, allows you to do the main deceleration in
the first part of the braking zone. This is critical on surfaces, like snow, water, or gravel, where
traction may not be certain or uniform. It is better to realize sooner than later that you have
overestimated the available traction for braking, while there is still time to correct.
Avoid wearing big dirty work boots or caulks to drive, keep a set of lighter shoes for that.
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Shoulders and arms:
Your shoulders should be firmly against the backrest, and able to stay there as you turn the
steering wheel through its full range of motion. To adjust seatback angle, place your arm over the
top of the steering wheel, while keeping shoulders in contact with the seat. The wheel should
intersect around the base of your wrist. This may be more upright than you are used to. Most of us
tend to slouch behind the wheel, which hampers precision and efficiency.
Adjust the height of the steering wheel so that the hub is aimed at your chest, not your face or
crotch. There should be room underneath to move your knees.
Start by holding the wheel at or close to nine and three o’clock, a balanced position that also keeps
hands well out of the way of the air bag. You don’t want your forearm smashing your face if the bag
deploys, either inadvertently (yes, this does happen) or in a wreck. Depending on the design of the
wheel, your thumbs can rest lightly inside the rim or on the spokes. In vehicles without power
assist, keep the thumbs along the rim in case a rut or bump causes steering kickback.

Measuring distance to wheel. With shoulders against the seatback, rest arm on top of the wheel. Wrist
should intersect with wheel rim.
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Push-pull steering:
Properly executed push-pull or shuffle steering allows drivers to keep both hands on the wheel,
providing more control in an emergency, as well as greater precision during everyday driving. It has
been the technique of choice in Europe for over four decades, and has been taught to most North
American police forces for over 20 years.
The main principle is to keep your grip baseline at nine and three o’clock, then feed the wheel
through your hands to achieve the desired amount of steering. In a gentle turn this is done in small
increments, moving one hand up the wheel then pulling down, while the other hand slides along
the wheel to mirror the movement. In the corner the two hands should be again close to 9 and 3,,
while the wheel itself is turned. Straightening the wheels after a turn is done the same way,
controlling the wheel rather than letting it self-centre.

Thumbs on wheel rim. Advised for vehicles where there is significant steering kickback, such as an old Land
Rover or other truck without power steering.
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In a gentle turn (left turn pictured here), keep hands at 9 and 3.

From this point on, prepare to re-position grip.
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In a harder corner, the hand on the side of the direction of the turn may come up as far as the top
of the wheel. That hand pulls the wheel down to the bottom of its rotation. At this point, it meets the
other hand, which has slid down the opposite side of the wheel. Now the opposite hand continues
adding steering by taking the wheel and pushing it up to the top of the rotation. The other hand has
recovered to this position by sliding back up its side of the wheel, until both hands have met at the
top. The process is repeated to add more steering. Even in a sudden turn or emergency
manoeuvre, push-pull steering allows you to swiftly move your hands in a balanced, symmetrical
motion as they shift around the wheel. (Special note: to keep hands totally clear of a deploying
airbag, which has occurred, though rarely, from hitting a sequence of very hard bumps, hands can
stop at 11 and 1)

For a moderate turn, hands have slid along wheel rim to re-position closer to 9 and 3. This permits correct
seating position to be maintained. Avoid pulling shoulders away from seat back, which will cause the driver
to brace too much on the steering wheel.
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This is the start of a tight left turn using shuffle steering, which is sometimes referred to as push-pull
technique, or feeding the wheel. Left hand slides to top of wheel. Right hand, not visible in this photo,
remains in position.

Left hand pulls the wheel down, right hand slides along rim so both meet at the bottom. Right hand now
takes over, pushing up.
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Right hand pushes up, left mirrors movement so both meet at or close to top of wheel.

Mid-corner. The wheel has been turned, hands have stabilised at approximately 9 and 3. This way, small
adjustments in either direction are easy to make. On exiting the corner, simply reverse the procedure. Avoid
letting the wheel slip through the hands to self-centre.

Compare shuffle steering to keeping your hands locked on the wheel. In a left turn, for example, as
you wind into the curve your left hand drops down so that your elbow is pointed into your thigh or
side and your right hand is now crossing the wheel in the way of the air bag. You are probably
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following this motion with your head as your right shoulder comes off the seat back to extend that
arm. In this position, you have also compromised line of sight, and the windshield pillar might be
causing a major blind spot. Should anything unexpected occur, those locked hands can’t do much
by way of adjustment. One-handed steering, window washer style, is even messier and less
accurate.

One hand on the wheel, which is both messy and inaccurate. Jackie Stewart, who has won three World
Championships in Formula One racing, once called this a public advertisement of lack of understanding
regarding driving skill. It can lead to a “jammed” position when turning, as in the next photo.

Compare shuffle steering to using hand-over-hand for an emergency swerve. The latter means you
are in effect trying to steer out of the crisis with one hand on the wheel at any one time. In addition,
you are pulling yourself away from the seat and out of proper alignment with the wheel. That’s
more like wrestling with the vehicle, not controlling it, and can be a major cause of rebound skids or
fishtailing.
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.
Nowhere to go. The same problem occurs when hands are crossed. Imagine the air bag deploying at this
moment.

No logic to this, just another sloppy habit.

Like most good habits push-pull steering requires practice. In a crisis, we resort to our dominant
habit. If you practice push-pull steering in everyday driving it will become the learned behaviour you
will implement in a crisis, which will enhance your ability to control the automobile.
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Hips back in the seat:
Seatbelts are certainly important for keeping occupants in the vehicle should a crash occur. An
overlooked benefit is their ability to keep the driver in place during emergency manoeuvres. The
seat belt must be properly tightened across the hips, and remain snug on the shoulders. On
resource roads, this requires regular adjustment to get rid of slack. A loose seat belt may allow
you to slide under it on impact, with disastrous results. Since most light trucks have either benches
or mildly shaped bucket seats in front, there is little lateral support to keep the driver from sliding
around. Again, the seatbelts, and braced left foot, have to compensate for this. The steering wheel
is meant to be a control, not a handhold. Make sure the seat belt is not twisted as it crosses your
body. That creates a pressure point which could inflict a severe injury in a crash.

Stable, active, driving position. It is what is taught in both racing and advanced driving schools. The same
applies to resource road driving.

Your head:
Our eyes are conveniently located in our heads. Proper posture and alignment ensure your head is
in the right place, allowing your eyes to do their job. Operators should make sure they use not only
the windshield, but also the side windows as necessary to scan for information. For instance, on a
steep switchback a skilled driver will actually be glancing through the side windows to check for
approaching traffic and to better plan a path through the curve. Scanning includes regular glances
at the rear and side view mirrors as well as the instruments.
Try to look as far down the road as possible, and keep your eyes moving, which reduces the
chance of inattentional blindness. Also, learn control locations so you can operate them without
looking down, and avoid turning to make eye contact with passengers.
Information and photos provided by Sidorov Advanced Driver Training in Whistler, BC.
www.spdt.ca
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